This file contains 2,350 words. It has only the "Optional Rules" for the "Asia Crossroads" game appearing in S&T 216.

ASIA CROSSROADS OPTIONAL RULES
Players may add the following Optional rules to those above in order to alter play balance and increase realism.

2.2 Optional Game Charts
Discovery Table. This is used by Agents to make various "finds" which will influence the game. 
Ultimatum Table. This is used to gain control of a region by a “show of force”.

2.4 Terms
Massacre. The destruction of civilian installations in a square.

15.6  ULTIMATUMS
An Ultimatum is a form of Negotiations in which a player can attempt to force a Region to join his side.
15.61 Ultimatum Procedure. 
1) The phasing player designates which region he is targeting with an Ultimatum. 
2) The phasing player designates any one (and only one) Agent he has in the region's capital. 
3) The phasing player determines the total number of combat strength points he has in the capital city (of all friendly units) and multiplies it by the political value of the Agent he selected. This will give the phasing Ultimatum Total.
4) The non-phasing player declares if he will attempt to counter the Ultimatum attempt. He may do so only if he has an Agent in the capital. The non-phasing player determines the total number of combat strength points in the capital city (of all non-phasing and neutral units) and multiplies it by the political value of the Agent he selected. This will give the Non-phasing Ultimatum Total.
5) Subtract the Non-phasing from the Phasing Ultimatum Totals. This gives the Ultimatum Differential.
6) Find the column on the Ultimatum Table corresponding to the Ultimatum Differential. 
7) Roll one die and immediately apply the result.

15. 62 ULTIMATUM TABLE
Add total number of friendly combat factors times one Agent's political value in capital.  Subtract total number of enemy/neutral combat factors times one non-phasing Agent's political value in capital. 

0(-)	1-6	7-12	13-18/19-24/25-30/31-36	37+
0()	E	E	E	E	E	E	E		E
1	R+X	R+X	R+X	R+X	R+X	R+X	R+X		R+X
2	R	R	R	R	R	R	R		R
3	-	-	-	R	R	R	T1+R		T+R
4	-	-	-	-	T1	T	T+R		T+R
5	-	-	T1	T	T	T	T		T
6	-	T	T	T	T	T	T		T
7(+)	T	T	T	T	T	T	T		T 

Die Roll Modifiers (applied to both Negotiations and Ultimatum tables)
balance of power moderately or strongly "pro" the phasing player: +1
balance of power moderately or strongly "pro" the non-phasing player: -1 
if friendly forces occupy all cities in the region: +1
for each friendly Colony in the region: +1
for each enemy Colony in the region: -1
target is Sinkiang: -1
control North India: +1 when attempting Diplomacy versus Punjab or Sind 
control Afghanistan: +1 when attempting Diplomacy versus Herat 
control Sinkiang: +1 when attempting Diplomacy versus Nepal or Tibet

Results:
Same as Negotiations Table, plus:
T1: Treaty conditional. The phasing player rolls one die. On a roll of 1-3 he immediately gains control of the Region; on a 4-6, there is no effect.

27.0 FORCED MARCH
Forced March allows a force to double units' movement factors at the cost of additional attrition. 
27.1  Procedure. A player may double a unit's printed movement factor by declaring Forced March. All unit's in the force may move up to double their movement factor. At the end of the force's movement, the player must eliminate at least 50 % of the force's brigades and 50 % of the supply points (round fractions up). Units may be broken down in order to do this. 
27.2 Agents may not force march. If part of a force marching force, Agents use their normal movement factor.
27.3 Units are removed for forced march prior to any combat or diplomacy being conducted. A player may remove units which were dropped off along the way.
27.4  Units may not force march during a pursuit or retreat after combat. 
Example. A force of one Agent, two brigades and a caravan worth three supply points force marches. Double the movement factor of the brigades and the caravan. At the completion of the movement, eliminate one brigade and two supply points.


[28.0] TELEGRAPH
A force moving along squares connected by railroads may pick up other units as long as those units are also on railroad squares they enter. The picked up units may no have conducted any other movement in the same sub-phase. This may be done if using railroad movement or regular movement.

[29.0] IMPROVED STAFF WORK
Starting with the 1890-94 turn, forces composed entirely of British (red) or Russian (blue) units may conduct their second operation without expending a supply point.
29.1 Third and subsequent operations still require expenditure of supply.
29.2 A force containing any native unit(s) still requires expenditure of supply to conduct the second and subsequent operations.
Design Note. By 1890, both the British and Russians had developed rudimentary staff corps regular logistical units.


[30.0] MASSACRE 
General Rule. Players may use their combat units to conduct Massacres. Massacre is conducted during the phasing player's Operations Phase after all movement has been completed. It may occur before or after any combat/diplomacy in a square.
30.1 Procedure. A force must have at least one combat unit to conduct a massacre. The player simply declares "massacre" and the square is "massacred."
30.2 Restrictions. 
30.21 A force may not conduct Massacre if it is in:
	1) a square containing any enemy combat units. 
	2) a Home Base.
30.21  Massacres may not be conducted during retreat after combat.
31.3 Effects of Massacres. 
31.31 Remove all enemy civilization markers from the square.
31.32 If this is a city square, the massacring player gains one Pound (loot).
31.33 The forage value of the square is reduced to zero "0" for the remainder of the turn. It is restored to normal value at the end of the turn.
31.34 Shift the Balance of Power index two in favor of the enemy.


[32.0] DISCOVERIES 
Discoveries represent a variety of unknown factors which are to be found in the conquest of Central Asia. During the course of the game, Agents may attempt to make discoveries in certain cities.
32.1 Procedure. A player may make a Discovery only in cities which are part of Regions which began the scenario as neutrals (regardless of later changes in loyalty in the course of the game). The player must have a friendly Agent in a city in that Region at the end of any particular operation (after all of a force's movement, combat, diplomacy and massacre). Roll two dice. The first die roll is treated as the "10s" digit, the second as the "ones" digit. Check the Discovery table and apply the results. For example, the first die roll is "1", the second die roll is "3", the final result would be "13," Archeological Find.
32.2  Only British (red) and Russian (blue) Agents may attempt Discovery. Native Agents, even if friendly controlled, may not. 
32.3 Only one Agent may conduct each Discovery attempt; a player may not combine more than one Agent for a Discovery attempt.
32.4 Players may attempt only one discovery per city per game, regardless of the outcome. A player may not attempt to make a discovery in a city that the enemy player previously attempted to make a discovery in, regardless of the outcome of the attempt.
32.5  Unless otherwise stated, an individual Discovery event may occur more than once if rolled again.
 

32.6 DISCOVERY TABLE
Roll two dice. Treat the first die roll as the "tens" digit, the second die roll as the "ones" digit. Use the final result to determine which Discovery occurs.	

11: Ahmad Mahdum. Roll one die. (1) If the result is less than or equal to the Political Value of the Agent, then shift the Balance of Power track two in the player's favor. (2) If the result is greater than the Political Value of the Agent, then there is no effect. (3) This event may occur only once per game. [Ahmad Mahdum Kalla was one of the great Islamic philosophers of Central Asia; the shift in the Balance of Power represents wisdom gained from conversations with him.]

12: Archeological Find. Shift the Balance of Power track one in the player's favor. [The Shift in the Balance of Power represents the glory gained for discovering evidence of Alexander the Great's Empire in Central Asia.]

13-14: Bazaar. Double the forage value of all city squares in this region for the remainder of this turn (for both players).

15: Buzkashi. Roll one die. (1) If the result is even, then shift the Balance of Power one in favor of the friendly player. (2) If the result is odd, then shift the Balance of Power one in favor of the enemy player. [Buzkashi is the Afghan national sport; it involves horsemen running a carcass around a playing field. This event presumes that the Agent got involved in a game of Buzkashi with ensuing political ramifications depending upon if he was on the winning or losing team.]

16: Commercial Advance. Both players double their income received for cities in this Region this turn. If the Trade Boom event is in effect this turn, then income is tripled for this Region.

21: Gates of Somnath. (1) Any Diplomacy this player conducts against North India, the Punjab and Sind for the remainder of the turn receives a +1 die roll modifier. (2) Any Diplomacy the enemy player conducts against North India, the Punjab and Sind for the remainder of the turn receives a -1 die roll modifier. (3) This event may occur only once per game. [The Gates of Somnath belonged to a Hindu Temple and had been stolen in a raid on India centuries prior. Returning them had great diplomatic importance.]

22: Hashishan. The player must immediately designate one square on the map containing enemy units. The enemy player must reveal if there are any of his Agents in that square. If there are no Agents, nothing happens. If there are any enemy Agents in the square, the friendly player designates one of them and rolls one die. (1) If the result is greater than the enemy Agent's total political and military values, then that Agent is eliminated (and move the Balance of Power track one in the enemy's favor). (2) If the die roll is less than or equal to the Agent's total political and military strength, there is no effect. (3) This event may occur only once per game. [The Hashishan were a secret cult of assassins.]

23-25: Intelligence. The player may examine all stacks in any one Region on the map. This includes both enemy and neutral units.

26: Jirgah. (1) The player receives a +1 die roll modifier for any diplomacy conducted against this Region for the remainder of this turn. (2) The enemy receives a -1 modifier for diplomacy against this Region for the remainder of this turn. [A Jirgah is a tribal assembly.] 

31: Kila-Band. For the remainder of this turn, any force which enters or begins in the square may not move out of it except via retreat or advance after combat. [Kila-Band was the term for going stir crazy.]

32: Koh-i-Noor. (1) The player rolls two dice and totals the results; the player immediately receives that number of Pounds. (2) This event may occur only once per game. [The Koh-i-Noor, or "Mountain of Light," was a big, big diamond.]

33: Lashgar. The discovering player immediately receives one irregular unit in his color anywhere in the Region (if available). The irregular unit may not be placed in a square containing neutral or enemy combat units (if there are no available squares, the unit is not received). If placed in a square containing only enemy Agents or Caravans, then follow normal procedures for Agent/caravan capture. [A Lashgar is a tribal war party.]

34: Prisoners to be Rescued. If the player has at least one combat unit in the square at the end of any Operation this turn, the prisoners are rescued--shift the Balance of Power one in the player's favor. Otherwise, there is no effect. [The Agent finds that the locals are holding fellow countrymen prisoners.]

35-36: Riot. Roll one die. (1) If the number rolled is less than or equal to the Agent's military rating plus the number of friendly brigades in the square, nothing happens. (2) If the number rolled is greater than the Agent's military rating plus number of brigades, then that Agent is killed; also, shift the Balance of Power one in favor of the friendly player (outrage over unsportsmanlike behavior).

41: Safe Conduct. The Agent may move through enemy units freely for the remainder of the turn if moving by himself (or with other Agents). He may not end movement in the same square as enemy units. 

42: Soldier of Fortune. The player receives one Pundit unit of his own color in this square, if available. [The Agent runs into a roving officer for hire.]

43: Sufis. Roll one die. (1) If the number rolled is even, shift the Balance of Power one in the player's favor. (2) If the number rolled is odd, shift the Balance of Power one in the enemy's favor. [The Sufis were a mystical Islamic brotherhood.]

44-45 Trap. Roll one die. (1) If the number rolled is less than or equal to the Agent's combined political and military ratings, nothing happens (2) If the number rolled is greater than the Agent's combined political and military ratings, then that Agent is killed and shift the Balance of Power one in favor of the friendly player (more outrage over unsportsmanlike behavior). 

46: War Correspondents. If this Discovery occurs prior to the 1850-54 turn then nothing happens (and remove the marker from play). If this occurs during or after the 1850-54 turn, then double the Balance of Power shifts gained/lost for combat for the remainder of this turn.

51-66 False Hope. Nothing happens.

- - - end of file - - - 

